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Abstract 6 

The widespread loss of weed diversity and associated ecosystem functions is raising 7 

important concerns. Field edges could play a major role in the maintenance of weed 8 

functional diversity in arable landscapes as these habitats still harbour high weed diversity, 9 

owing to either a reduced farming management intensity and/or to a spillover of species from 10 

adjacent perennial field margins. Here, we investigated the taxonomic and functional 11 

characteristics of weed species recorded in surveys of field edges and their associated field 12 

cores over six consecutive years in 60 arable fields farmed with five crop management 13 

strategies. We found that field edges were richer, with species more functionally diverse and 14 

composition more stable over years than field core surveys. The distribution of individual 15 

functional traits differed between field edges and field cores, with higher values for seed mass 16 

and nitrophily (Ellenberg.N), and a wider distribution of specific leaf area values in field 17 

edges. The bimodal distribution of plant height and germination period observed in field 18 

edges became unimodal in field cores. Field edges harboured species with ecological 19 

strategies associated with field cores (ruderal species) plus a conservative strategy which 20 

could be explained by a spillover from the adjacent perennial field margins. Crop 21 

management strategies impacted field edge flora, though to a lesser extent than the field core 22 

flora whereas the functional differences between the field edge and the field core flora were 23 

less marked when crop management intensity was lower. These results indicate that field 24 

edges harbour a unique assemblage of species and highly contribute to the maintenance of 25 

weed diversity in arable landscapes. Future studies should thus focus on the importance of 26 

these specific functional traits to the agroecosystem functioning. 27 
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Introduction 30 

Arable weeds are increasingly considered as key organisms supporting essential ecosystem 31 

services in agroecosystems (Blaix et al. 2018). However, agricultural intensification, 32 

including simplification of crop rotations and increased use of external inputs such as fertiliser 33 

and herbicide, has led to their widespread decline in many fields in the world during the last 34 

decades (Andreasen, Stryhn & Streibig 1996; Fried, Petit, Dessaint & Reboud 2009). The loss 35 

of weed diversity in arable landscapes is raising important concerns as the drastic reduction of 36 

these primary producers may trigger the decline of other taxa (Marshall et al. 2003), such as 37 

farmland birds (Fuller et al. 1995; Holland, Hutchison, Smith & Aebischer 2006), bees 38 

(Winfree et al. 2009) and invertebrates (Aebischer 1991; Van Swaay & Warren 1999) with 39 

adverse consequences on agroecosystem functioning.  40 

Farming practices such as crop type, tillage regime, herbicide and fertiliser use are the main 41 

factors shaping weed community composition and structure (Andersson & Milberg 1998; 42 

Cordeau et al. 2017b; Fried, Norton & Reboud 2008; Stevenson et al. 1997). It is often 43 

suggested that the edge of arable fields, which corresponds to the small disturbed area 44 

between the adjacent perennial field margin and the first row of the crop, could play a major 45 

role in the maintenance of weed diversity at the field scale (Rotchés-Ribalta et al. 2015). 46 

These edges have been shown to shelter up to twice as many weed species as the adjacent 47 

field cores (Cordeau, Petit, Reboud & Chauvel 2012b) and although this differential can vary 48 

greatly depending on the farming practices conducted in the field (de Snoo 1997; José-María, 49 

Armengot, Chamorro & Xavier Sans 2013). Poggio, Chaneton and Ghersa (2013) thus 50 

showed field edge a higher richness of geophyte and therophyte species than the interior of 51 

the field. A current limitation in our understanding of the role of field edges in the 52 

maintenance of functional weed diversity in arable landscapes stems from the fact that 53 

comparisons between weed communities in field edges and their adjacent field cores have 54 

only been documented for few crop types. Moreover, weed survey is usually conducted for 55 

one year and for one crop type (Bourgeois, Gaba, Plumejeaud & Bretagnolle 2020; Metcalfe, 56 

Hassall, Boinot & Storkey 2019; Pinke & Gunton 2014). This most likely underestimates 57 

weed functional diversity as crop type is a strong environmental filter allowing a small 58 

portion of the weed seedbank diversity to be observed as emerged plants in a particular year 59 

(Fried, Norton & Reboud 2008). A field survey over a diversified crop succession would 60 

provide a more reliable basis for comparing the weed flora in the core and in the edge of the 61 

same field. A pooling of data collected in the same location over consecutive annual surveys 62 

would give a more accurate picture of the differences in the diversity and composition of the 63 
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weed flora in the two habitats, closer to the composition of the soil seedbank (Sjursen 2001), 64 

which is associated with the past farming practices applied in the field (Hawes et al. 2010; 65 

Rotchés‐Ribalta, Sans, Mayer & Mäder 2020). 66 

The high field edge contribution to weed functional diversity could result from two main 67 

processes. First, it is often argued that field edges are less subjected to fertiliser and herbicide 68 

inputs than field cores, and as such, field edges could harbour weed species adapted to arable 69 

conditions but unable to cope with the high level of disturbance in intensively managed field 70 

cores, i.e. frequent tillage, and high herbicide and nitrogen inputs (Kovács-Hostyánszki, 71 

Batáry, Báldi & Harnos 2011). Secondly, field edges could shelter the least competitive weed 72 

species unable to withstand the increasing use of highly competitive crop varieties (Seifert, 73 

Leuschner, Meyer & Culmsee 2014). Field edges would thus act as refugia for arable weeds, 74 

an idea supported by long-term comparison studies showing that some species that were 75 

widespread in field cores some decades ago are now only observed in field edges (Fried, Petit, 76 

Dessaint & Reboud 2009). This would also explain why the differences in functional weed 77 

diversity between the edge and the core are less marked when fields are under less intensive 78 

or organic management (Romero, Chamorro & Sans 2008; Roschewitz, Gabriel, Tscharntke 79 

& Thies 2005). Another hypothesis for the higher functional weed diversity found in field 80 

edges is that they harbour species that have spilled over from neighbouring habitats, notably 81 

adjacent perennial field margins (Dutoit, Gerbaud & Ourcival 1999; Metcalfe, Hassall, Boinot 82 

& Storkey 2019; Poggio, Chaneton & Ghersa 2013). This is supported by studies showing 83 

that field edge weed communities are composed of species commonly observed in the 84 

adjacent grass boundary or hedge (Cordeau, Petit, Reboud & Chauvel 2012a; Marshall & 85 

Moonen 2002; Romero, Chamorro & Sans 2008; Wilson & Aebischer 1995). Each of these 86 

two processes could explain the higher functional weed diversity observed in field edges 87 

compared to field cores but their relative contribution remains unclear. 88 

One way to assess the relative contribution of these two processes and the real contribution of 89 

field edges in functional weed diversity is to compare the taxonomic and functional 90 

composition of field edge weed flora to field core communities. Functional weed ecology 91 

approaches have proven successful in investigating how different factors select for or against 92 

different types of weeds, resulting in different levels of weed diversity (e.g. José-María et al. 93 

(2011); Ryan et al. (2010); Storkey et al. (2010); Cordeau et al. (2017a)). Comparisons of the 94 

distribution of key weed response traits in field edges and field cores could help deciphering 95 

the relative role of the ecological processes at play. For example, the spillover of species from 96 

the grass margin to the field edge would be reflected by a high proportion of perennials such 97 

as geophytes and hemicryptophytes (e.g. Grime’s competitive and competitive/ruderal 98 
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strategies). Field edges could also shelter species expressing a shade avoidance syndrome 99 

(high height and low specific leaf area) not observed in field cores (Perronne, Gaba, Cadet & 100 

Le Corre 2014). 101 

In this study, we analysed the taxonomic and functional differences of field edge and field 102 

core weed surveys recorded for six consecutive years in 60 fields under different crop 103 

management strategies. Firstly, we hypothesised that (i) the distribution of key plant response 104 

traits, namely height, specific leaf area (SLA), seed mass, Ellenberg N and L indicator values, 105 

germination onset, germination duration, flowering onset, flowering duration, plant class and 106 

Raunkiaer’s life forms will differ between field edges and field cores. We expected the range 107 

of trait values to be wider in field edges in comparison to field cores due to the presence in 108 

field edges of species adapted to field core conditions (i.e. role of refuge habitat), species 109 

excluded from field cores due to higher disturbances and competition and species adapted to 110 

the perennial grass margin. Secondly, considering all the traits together, we hypothesised that 111 

(ii) the relative proportion of identified functional groups differs between the two habitats, the 112 

differences becoming less marked when the farming intensity in the field decreases (e.g. 113 

ploughing, tillage or herbicide frequency). Finally, we hypothesised that (iii) field edge 114 

surveys are more stable between successive years than field cores due to the presence of 115 

perennial species generally associated with field margins and a lower intensity of farming 116 

practices compared to field cores. 117 

Materials and methods 118 

Study system 119 

The study was carried out on the Fénay study site (950 ha) located near Dijon in eastern 120 

France (47°13’N, 5°03’E). We assume homogeneous continental climate conditions across 121 

the area with an average temperature of 10.7 °C and an average precipitation of 744 mm per 122 

year, mainly in winter. Between 2008 and 2013, crop successions were mainly composed of a 123 

three-year rotation based on a Brassicaceae crop and two winter cereals. More rarely, some 124 

rotations included spring (e.g. barley, peas) and/or summer crops (e.g. sunflower, soybean). 125 

Since 2004, annual interviews with farmers of the studied area have documented their 126 

practices in each field and enabled us to classify fields into eight crop management strategies 127 

(Yvoz, Petit, Biju-Duval & Cordeau 2020). The eight crop management strategies reflected 128 

different combinations of farming practices intensity (i.e. intensity of tillage, herbicide and 129 

fertiliser use, crop diversity). 130 
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The 60 fields selected in this study belong to five of the eight strategies, described in 131 

Appendix A: Table 1. All strategies were conventional (i.e. no organic strategies) and crop 132 

rotation were composed of annual grain crops (i.e. no leys due to the absence of livestock in 133 

the area). Strategy 2 (17 fields) is characterised by short rotations with mainly winter crops, 134 

based on mouldboard ploughing and chemical crop protection. Strategy 3 (14 fields) gathers 135 

short rotations with mainly winter crops, based on tillage practices, chemical crop protection 136 

and herbicide split applications. Strategy 5 (8 fields) combines moderately diversified 137 

rotations based on low use of mouldboard ploughing and fertilisation, but high herbicide and 138 

other tillage operations. Strategy 7 (15 fields) is characterised by diversified successions with 139 

spring and summer crops and intermediate use of mouldboard ploughing and tillage and a low 140 

use of herbicide and chemical crop protection. Strategy 8 (6 fields) gathers diversified 141 

rotations including a high proportion of summer crops, reduced tillage and fertilisation, 142 

intermediate levels of mouldboard ploughing and chemical crop protection but exhibits a 143 

heavy reliance on herbicide. 144 

Weed surveys 145 

Weed surveys were carried out annually between 2008 and 2013 in the 60 fields. The timing 146 

of the survey was adapted to the crop type and conducted after most of the weeding 147 

operations (i.e. March for winter crops, April for spring crops and June for summer crops). In 148 

each field and year, weed communities were surveyed the same day in the core and the edge 149 

of the field, leading to a dataset of 720 annual weed surveys (60 fields x 2 locations x 6 150 

years). As described by Yvoz, Petit, Biju-Duval & Cordeau (2020), weeds were recorded in 151 

the field core following a “W” pattern within a 2000 m² area (50 m by 40 m, real prospected 152 

area 130  m by 1.5 m) located 20 m away from the adjacent perennial field margin (Fig. 1). 153 

Weeds were recorded in the field edge in a 50 m linear transect alongside the adjacent 154 

perennial field margin, in front of the field core sampled area. The width of this sampled area 155 

corresponded to the space between the first row of the crop and the grass margin, i.e. 156 

averaging 30 cm width. The prospected areas differed between both locations because i) our 157 

sampling design required both sampled areas to be in front of each other to ensure a 158 

meaningful comparison of weed flora and ii) because field edge harboured higher weed 159 

richness and abundance than the field core in the study area, thus allowing a smaller 160 

prospected area to assess the composition of weed flora (e.g. 80% of the weed diversity) (He 161 

& Legendre 2002). In both areas, weeds were identified to the species level except for 16 taxa 162 

of the 147 identified, and named according to Jauzein (1995). Their abundance was estimated 163 

visually using the scale developed by Barralis (1976) with six classes of density (one 164 
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individual in the prospected area, <1, 1-2, 3-20, 21-50, and 51-100 individuals.m-2). The total 165 

weed abundance was computed using the centre of each density class (0.0005, 0.5, 1.5, 11.5, 166 

35.5, and 75.5 individuals.m-2, respectively) to be able to sum species densities. To study the 167 

global effect of the within-field location (field core or field edge) and the crop management 168 

strategy on the weed functional traits, independently of the effects of the crop and the year, 169 

we focussed on the cumulated weed surveys over the six-year period. Thus, for the core and 170 

the edge of the 60 fields, we averaged the abundance of the six annual surveys for each 171 

species (null abundance when the species was not observed). Subsequent analyses were 172 

applied on these 120 weed assemblages over six years (60 fields x 2 locations), called 173 

hereafter cumulated weed surveys. 174 

Weed species traits and ecological descriptors 175 

Weed species were described with seven functional response traits: maximum height 176 

(Height), seed mass (Seed.mass), specific leaf area (SLA), germination onset (Germ.onset) 177 

and duration (Germ.dur) and flowering onset (Flow.onset) and duration (Flow.dur), two 178 

functional descriptors: Plant class (Class) and Raunkiaer’s life form (Raunkiaer) and two 179 

ecological indicators, Ellenberg indicator values for Nitrogen (Ellenberg.N) and for Light 180 

(Ellenberg.L), all hereinafter called traits, known to respond to the intensity of disturbances 181 

(tillage or herbicide use), the competition for resources (light and nutrient) and the species 182 

spillover (Table 1, detailed description and references in Appendix A: Table 2). We selected 183 

nine of the ten traits defined by Fried et al. (2012) as traits responding to the major farming 184 

management practices in the French context. We added the Ellenberg indicators for nitrogen 185 

and light preferences since they were useful in previous studies (Bourgeois, Gaba, 186 

Plumejeaud & Bretagnolle 2020) to detect potential differences of competition levels under 187 

various resources availability between the edge and the core of the field (Fried, Petit, Dessaint 188 

& Reboud 2009). Data for these 11 traits were collected from the literature, using various 189 

databases (Table 1). For SLA, the median value was kept for each species. For taxa not 190 

identified to the species level, we used data from the most frequently observed species of the 191 

same genus in the studied area. 192 

Statistical analyses 193 

All statistical analyses were implemented with the R software version 4.0.2 (R Core Team 194 

2020). The 120 cumulated weed surveys were first described by five metrics: species richness 195 

(Sp_Richness), total abundance (Abundance), Pielou’s equitability index (Evenness), Rao’s 196 

functional diversity (Rao_FD) and inter-annual species turnover (Turnover) (See correlations 197 
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between metrics in Appendix A: Fig. 1). The functional diversity was calculated as the Rao's 198 

quadratic entropy (Botta-Dukát 2005) computed from the species-species distance matrix 199 

based on the eleven functional traits (Table 1) using the dbFD function from the [FD] 200 

package. The turnover was calculated as (b + c)/(a + b + c), where b and c are the number of 201 

species gained and lost between two successive years, respectively, and a the number of 202 

species observed in both years, (i.e. 2008/2009, 2009/2010, 2010/2011, 2011/2012, 203 

2012/2013). The turnover was computed using the function turnover from the package 204 

[codyn], then averaged for each weed survey over the six-year period. Turnover ranges from 0 205 

to 1 and is high when the proportion of species shared between two successive years is low. 206 

Weed survey composition 207 

We tested the effect of the Within-field location (edge vs. core of the field), the Crop 208 

management strategy (five strategies) and their interaction on the five metrics (see 209 

Appendix A: Table 3 for details on statistical models and functions and R packages used). 210 

Linear mixed models were used for abundance (Abundance), Generalised linear mixed model 211 

was used for species richness (Sp_Richness) and beta-regression models for Evenness, 212 

Rao_FD and Turnover (Appendix A: Table 3). In the five models, Within-field location and 213 

Crop management strategy were considered as fixed effects and the field was added as a 214 

random effect to consider that edge and core surveys are paired within fields (Appendix A: 215 

Table 3). Significance of main fixed effects was tested by a type II ANOVA and estimated 216 

marginal means of Strategies and Within-field locations compared by pair. We checked for 217 

spatial autocorrelation and normal distribution in residuals of the five models. 218 

The effects of Within-field location, Strategy and their interaction on cumulated weed survey 219 

composition were tested with a permutation-based ANOVA (Anderson 2001) with N = 999 220 

permutations, applied on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix accounting for weed presence 221 

and abundance using the adonis function from the [vegan] package. The field was added as a 222 

random effect (i.e. strata argument) to account for the paired field edges and cores. 223 

Differences in heterogeneity between Within-field location, Crop management and their 224 

interaction were tested using PERMDISP, an analysis of multivariate homogeneity of group 225 

dispersions (Anderson 2006). 226 

Trait distributions  227 

We compared the distribution of the eleven functional traits (Table 1) between field edge and 228 

field core surveys for each crop management strategy. Within each of the five crop 229 

management strategies we compared the distribution of the nine quantitative traits (Gaussian 230 
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kernel density estimation weighted by the relative abundance of each species calculated with 231 

the density function in R) between the core and the edge of the field using the approach 232 

described by Perronne et al. (2014) and Bourgeois et al. (2019). We computed the 233 

dissimilarity of traits distribution by calculating the proportion of the distributions in common 234 

between the two within-field locations (overlapTrue function from the [overlap] package). We 235 

used a randomization method to test whether the overlap between within-field locations in 236 

each crop management strategy was significantly lower than the null hypothesis (random 237 

layout of the weed surveys between within-field locations). The randomization procedure was 238 

implemented within each crop management strategy by random permutations of the 239 

cumulated weed surveys between field edges and field cores. Thus, we generated 10 000 240 

random distributions and implemented a one-tailed direct test of significance for the non-241 

random structure (p-values < 0.05). P-values were estimated as the proportion of random 242 

distributions having an overlap value lower than the observed overlap. Adjustments based on 243 

the calculation of the false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995) were applied per 244 

functional trait to deal with multiple comparisons within the five crop management strategies. 245 

For the two qualitative traits, we assessed the differences in category distributions between 246 

the edge and the core of each crop management strategy by Monte-Carlo simulation tests 247 

based on 10,000 replicates.  248 

Weed functional groups  249 

To integrate simultaneously all eleven traits, we classified the 147 observed weed species into 250 

functional groups and compared their relative representation according to Within-field 251 

locations and Crop management strategies. Firstly, we implemented a Hill and Smith 252 

multivariate analysis (Hill & Smith 1976) on the eleven quantitative and qualitative functional 253 

traits (Table 1) with the dudi.hillsmith function from the [ade4] package. Quantitative traits 254 

were centred and standardised before implementing the multivariate analysis. Based on the 255 

distance matrix from the Hill and Smith analysis, we then identified species functional groups 256 

using a Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA) with the HCPC function from the 257 

[FactoMineR] package. Functional groups were identified by an agglomerative hierarchical 258 

clustering following the Ward’s method and clusters were not consolidated. The number of 259 

clusters kept was decided after examination of the dendrogram and confirmed using the gain 260 

of explained variance when increasing the number of clusters. Trait levels belonging to each 261 

functional group were finely described using a one-way analysis of variance (catdes function 262 

from the [FactoMineR] package). Secondly, we compared the relative distribution of the 263 

functional groups between the field edge and the field core of the five crop management 264 
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strategies. The effects of Strategy, Within-field location and their interaction on the 265 

distribution of the functional groups were carried out using a test of independence with the 266 

mosaic function from the [vcd] package. Significance of the effects was tested using a 267 

Pearson Chi-squared test with the assocstats function from the [vcd] package. 268 

Interannual stability of the weed functional groups 269 

For each of the 120 cumulated weed surveys, we calculated the coefficient of variation 270 

(standard deviation/mean) of the proportion of the different functional groups over the six 271 

years of survey. Then, we evaluated the effect of the Within-field location, the Crop 272 

management strategy and their interactions on the coefficient of variation values. Thus, we 273 

applied a linear mixed model (detailed in Appendix A: Table 3) based on a gaussian 274 

regression using the lmer function ([lme4] package). Field was added as a random effect. 275 

Main effects were tested by a type II ANOVA applied with the Anova function from the [car] 276 

package. Differences between Strategies and Within-field locations were estimated by least 277 

significant difference analyses using the function emmeans from the [emmeans] package and 278 

the function cld from the [multcomp] package. 279 

Results 280 

Weed survey structure and composition 281 

A total of 147 weed taxa, mostly at species level, and in some instances at genus level, were 282 

recorded among which 46 and 6 were solely observed in the field edges and cores, 283 

respectively. Sp_Richness, Rao_FD and Abundance were globally higher in field edges than 284 

in field cores (Fig. 2). However, these differences varied according to Strategy for 285 

Sp_Richness and Rao_FD, being lower in S7 and S8 than in S2, S3 and S5 (Fig. 2A and E), 286 

however Rao_FD did not differ for S8. Evenness was not impacted by Within-field location 287 

and Crop management strategy (Fig. 2D). Turnover was globally lower in field edges than in 288 

field cores (Fig. 2F) but was not impacted by Crop management strategy.  289 

Compositions of the 120 weed surveys differed between Within-field location and Strategy 290 

(Appendix A: Fig. 2A, p-values < 0.001), but not by their interaction. Field edge surveys were 291 

more associated with grass species (e.g. Elytrigia repens, Alopecurus myosuroides, Bromus 292 

sp., Lolium sp., Poa annua) and perennials (e.g. Daucus carota, Galium mollugo, Achillea 293 

millefolium) than field core surveys (Appendix A: Fig. 2B). Overall, all species were more 294 

associated with field edges than field cores due to their higher abundance in field edges. Field 295 

cores of S7 and S8, were characterised by summer-germinated species (i.e. Aethusa 296 

cynapium, Persicaria maculosa and Solanum nigrum). The analysis of variance homogeneity 297 
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showed no significant differences between strategies nor between combinations of Within-298 

field location and Strategy (p-values > 0.05). However, the composition of weed surveys in 299 

field cores was more variable than those of field edges (p-value < 0.001), as shown by the 300 

wider ellipses for field cores (Appendix A: Fig. 2A).  301 

Functional traits distribution 302 

The distributions of the nine quantitative trait values differed between field edge and field 303 

core (Fig. 3) except for Ellenberg.L (overlap > 0.83), Germ.onset (overlap > 0.74) and SLA 304 

(only significant in S5). The effect of Within-field location was dependent on Crop 305 

management strategy, with no trait distribution differing between field edges and field cores 306 

in S8 (Fig. 3). We detected three major differences in the distribution of traits between field 307 

edges and field cores: (i) the mean trait value shifted, with higher values in edges (e.g. 308 

Seed.mass, Ellenberg.N, Flow.onset), (ii) the unimodal distribution of some traits in field 309 

cores became bimodal in field edges (e.g. Germ.dur, Height), and (iii) there was a wider 310 

distribution of trait values in field edges, i.e. a higher standard deviation was observed (e.g. 311 

SLA). Globally, field edges displayed a higher proportion of tall plants (> 100 cm), with 312 

heavier seeds (> 3 mg) and higher nitrophily (Ellenberg.N > 7 in S2, S3 and S5). The most 313 

conventional/intensive strategies (i.e. low crop diversification and/or high use of inputs) such 314 

as S2, S3 and S5 showed the highest differences in trait distributions between field edges and 315 

cores (with 6, 4 and 6 out of the 9 traits differing, respectively), compared with the least 316 

intensive strategies (e.g. high crop diversification and/or low inputs use) such as S7 (2 traits 317 

differing) and S8 where the distribution of traits was similar in field edges and field cores. 318 

Except in S8, grasses and forbs were always over- and under-represented in field edges, 319 

respectively (Fig. 3). Therophyte species were always over-represented in field cores. In S5 320 

and S7, geophyte and hemicryptophyte species were over-represented in field edges (Fig. 3). 321 

Weed functional groups  322 

The 147 weed species were grouped into five functional groups (Appendix A: Fig. 3). All 323 

traits, except Ellenberg.N and Ellenberg.L significantly contributed to the grouping (p-values 324 

< 0.001). The functional group FG1 included 14 weed species (Appendix A: Fig. 3C) with 325 

low SLA and Flow.dur values, but high Height and Seed.mass values (Fig. 4). Geophyte 326 

species were over-represented in this group. The group FG2 was composed of48 weed species 327 

(Appendix A: Fig. 3C) with low SLA, Germ.dur and Flow.dur values, but high Height, 328 

Germ.onset and Flow.onset values (Fig. 4). Forb and hemicryptophyte species were over-329 

represented in this group. The group FG3 was formed by13 weed species (Appendix A: Fig. 330 
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3C) mainly associated with grass species (Fig. 4). The group FG4 included 62 species 331 

(Appendix A: Fig. 3C) with low Height, Germ.onset and Flow.onset values, and high SLA 332 

values (Fig. 4). Forb and therophyte species were over-represented in this group. Finally, the 333 

group FG5 included 10 species (Appendix A: Fig. 3C), mainly therophytes, with low Height, 334 

Germ.onset, Flow.onset and high SLA, Ellenberg.N, Germ.dur and Flow.dur values (Fig. 4).  335 

The relative distribution of the five functional groups within the 120 cumulated weed surveys 336 

varied by Within-field location, Crop management strategy and their interaction (Fig. 5). FG1, 337 

FG3 and FG5 were significantly under-represented in field cores, while FG4 was over-338 

represented (p-values < 0.05). FG1 was mostly found in S2 and S3 and much less in S5 and 339 

S8. FG2 was not well represented in S5 but commonly found in S7. FG3 was minor in S2 and 340 

S5 but widely found in S7. FG4 was not well represented in S2 and FG5 was more often 341 

observed in S5 and S8. For all strategies except S8, FG4 occurred significantly more in field 342 

cores and less in field edges (test of independence in Appendix A: Fig. 4). FG1 and FG3 were 343 

found more often in field edges and less often in field cores of S5 and S7. FG1 and FG2 were 344 

under-represented in field cores of S2, FG5 in field cores of S5 where FG2 was over-345 

represented in field cores of S8 (Appendix A: Fig. 4). 346 

Interannual stability of the weed functional groups 347 

The interannual stability of the functional groups was significantly different between field 348 

edges and field cores, except for FG3 (Appendix A: Fig. 5). The coefficient of variation was 349 

higher in field cores than in field edges for FG1, FG2 and FG5, whereas it was the opposite 350 

for FG4 (Appendix A: Fig. 5). The mean coefficient of variation ranged from 0.6 to 1.1 and 351 

from 0.3 to 1.8 for the five functional groups in field edges and cores, respectively. The 352 

effects of the Crop management strategy and the interaction with the Within-field location 353 

were never significant.  354 

Discussion 355 

Our analysis of weed surveys cumulated at a pluri-annual scale confirmed the findings of 356 

previous studies conducted at an annual scale, namely that field edges are significantly richer 357 

and more diverse in species than their associated field cores. Besides, the smaller area of the 358 

survey in field edge compared to field core should negatively impact the species richness 359 

estimation, thus the differences between locations may be higher. However, we showed that 360 

different processes acting simultaneously lead to a higher weed species functional diversity in 361 

field edges in comparison to field cores. The edge of fields harboured species with particular 362 

combination of traits (i.e. FG1 and FG3) generally associated with the adjacent perennial field 363 
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margin, and their occurrence in field edges was almost constant across years. In addition, field 364 

edges also sheltered species typically observed in field cores (i.e. FG4), and in much larger 365 

numbers than field cores. Our pluri-annual analysis also revealed that core and edge weed 366 

surveys differed less, taxonomically and functionally, when the crop management strategy 367 

implemented in the field was less intensive. The observed higher taxonomic and functional 368 

diversity and the higher temporal stability of the weed flora of field edges converge to 369 

highlight their role in the maintenance of weed diversity in agricultural landscapes, especially 370 

when crop management intensity is high. 371 

The composition of field edge weed surveys  372 

Several studies have suggested that the higher weed richness observed in field edges can 373 

result from the spillover of species from the adjacent perennial field margins (Dutoit, Gerbaud 374 

& Ourcival 1999; Metcalfe, Hassall, Boinot & Storkey 2019). Such species are rarely 375 

observed in field cores (or are very transient) and are mostly competitive species tolerant to 376 

mowing (Cordeau, Petit, Reboud & Chauvel 2012a; Marshall 1989). Here, we indeed 377 

identified three functional groups adapted to the ecological conditions of field margins (FG1: 378 

tall geophyte species with big seeds and low SLA, FG2: tall hemicryptophyte species with 379 

low SLA and FG3: grass species). Plants with such a conservative strategy (i.e. investing a lot 380 

of energy to produce long-lived stem and leaves) were very well represented in the field edge 381 

surveys of our study area but rarely observed in the field cores.  382 

It is also often suggested that the high weed richness observed in field edges results from the 383 

lower level of disturbance of these habitats compared to the core of the fields (Pinke & 384 

Gunton 2014). Our analysis of trait distributions aligns with this explanation. We observed 385 

higher seed mass and height in field edge surveys, indicative of a less intense soil disturbance, 386 

since small plants with high production of small seeds are highly adapted to soil tillage (Gaba 387 

et al. 2017). The wider distribution of some traits in field edges compared to field cores, 388 

particularly the germination duration and the flowering onset, also suggests that the ecological 389 

niche in field cores is smaller than that of field edges. Under intensive crop management, the 390 

standard deviation of traits is reduced (Bourgeois et al. 2019) and the number of species able 391 

to survive as well. Indeed, we showed here that field cores were dominated by ruderal species 392 

(FG4), while field edges expressed more even distribution of the five weed functional groups. 393 

Surprisingly, we found that indicator values for Nitrogen (Ellenberg.N) were higher in field 394 

edges than in field cores. This could be explained by the combination of two factors: a high 395 

quantity of in-crop nitrogen fertilisation (Kleijn & van der Voort 1997) and a low crop use in 396 

the edge of the field compared to the core, leading to more resources available for 397 
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nitrophilous weed species. The study area is indeed characterised by a high proportion of 398 

highly nitrogen-demanding winter crops such as oilseed rape, mustard and winter cereals. 399 

Similarly, we expected field edge surveys to exhibit a higher affinity for light (i.e. 400 

Ellenberg.L) than field core surveys, as the amount of photosynthetically active radiation is 401 

higher in the field edge than in the field core of the studied fields (Yvoz, Cordeau, Zuccolo & 402 

Petit 2020). The lack of such signal could result from the variability of the growing conditions 403 

over time linked to the succession of crops with various heights and growth habits, combined 404 

with a variability of surrounding vegetation and semi-natural habitats leading to a high 405 

competition for light, even in field edges (Seifert, Leuschner, Meyer & Culmsee 2014). This 406 

would be in line with the results of Perronne et al. (2014) showing a shade-tolerant syndrome 407 

in weeds both in field edges and field cores. Finally, we cannot exclude that the Ellenberg-N 408 

and L values of weed communities in field edges may have been influenced by the spillover 409 

of species coming from the adjacent perennial grass margin. In our study, most weed species 410 

occurring in field edges were present every year over the 6-year sequence. This could result 411 

from a continuous influx of propagules from the adjacent perennial grass margin (Blumenthal 412 

& Jordan 2001). Alternatively, these species could establish more permanently in the field 413 

edges, which would imply that their traits are adapted to the ecological filters acting in field 414 

edges, notably herbicide applications and tillage operations. 415 

Response of field edge weed surveys to crop management strategies 416 

Our results highlight that although field edges are richer due to the spillover of species from 417 

the close boundary, they are also part of the field and as such are affected by the crop 418 

management strategy implemented in the adjacent crop. Indeed, field edges were 419 

characterised by a surprisingly high turnover of weed species between consecutive years. 420 

Since crop type is a major factor shaping weed communities (Fried, Norton & Reboud 2008), 421 

changes in the composition of field edge weed surveys from one year to the next could partly 422 

be explained by the change in the crop grown in the field. In addition, the high coefficient of 423 

variation of the proportion of ruderal species (FG4) suggests that species associated with field 424 

cores vary with the field management and especially the crop grown. 425 

It is likely that crop management strategies affected field edge weed diversity in this study, as 426 

shown in previous studies (Romero, Chamorro & Sans 2008). The fact that we used weed data 427 

surveyed over six consecutive years enabled us to detect signals regarding weed response to 428 

long-term management strategies, including the type of crop rotation. Mahaut et al. (2019) 429 

showed indeed that the crop rotation diversification generally leads to a decrease of the 430 

species richness at the annual scale but an increase at the pluri-annual scale. Our five crop 431 
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management strategies differed in terms of tillage intensity (Yvoz, Petit, Biju-Duval & 432 

Cordeau 2020), and our results suggest that low ploughing frequency (such as in strategies S5, 433 

S7 and S8) enhanced weed species richness in field edges and field cores, as shown in 434 

previous studies (Murphy et al. 2006). The five crop management strategies also differed in 435 

terms of herbicide use (Yvoz, Petit, Biju-Duval & Cordeau 2020). In a recent study, Metcalfe 436 

et al. (2019) showed that after herbicide application (i.e. at the timing we surveyed weeds), 437 

the effect of the crop, which also reflects herbicide selectivity (e.g. anti-grass herbicide 438 

applied on forb crops and vice versa), is a key factor driving field edge weed diversity at the 439 

annual scale. These effects at the annual scale transcribed into effects at the pluri-annual scale 440 

since we showed here that functional differences between field edges and cores varied 441 

according to the intensity of farming practices. The most marked contrast between field edge 442 

and field core surveys was detected in fields managed with the most intensive strategy (S2, 443 

with the lowest crop diversity and highest use of external inputs) whereas the least marked 444 

contrast was observed in the most diversified crop successions, either using less herbicide 445 

(S7) or tillage (S8).  446 

The taxonomic composition of weed surveys in the edge also responded to the crop 447 

management strategy implemented in the field. Although we detected no interaction between 448 

Strategy and Within-field location, we observed that field edge weed surveys were 449 

significantly less dispersed than field core surveys. Besides, the impact of Crop management 450 

strategy on the distribution of the functional groups was generally more marked in the core 451 

than in the edge of fields. Indeed, ruderal species (FG4) were more dominant in the field core 452 

of the most conventional/intensive strategies (S2, S3 and S5) while conservative species 453 

(FG2) were favoured in field cores conducted under strategies expressing low herbicide use 454 

(S7) or tillage intensity (S8). Species generally associated with field cores (FG4) were less 455 

present in the core of fields managed with strategies relying exclusively on herbicide and 456 

implementing few tillage operations (S8). Indeed, weed communities from the core of fields 457 

in conservation agriculture tend to be more persistent (Trichard, Alignier, Chauvel & Petit 458 

2013), leading to few differences between the core and the edge of the field. Thus, the 459 

proportion of ruderal species in field edges of S8 was higher than in the other strategies and 460 

close to field cores. These results were congruent with previous studies (Cordeau, Petit, 461 

Reboud & Chauvel 2012a; José-María et al. 2010). Contrary to the hypothesis that practices 462 

performed in the field, including herbicide or fertiliser use, might affect the field edge flora 463 

(Boutin & Jobin 1998), our results supported those from Cordeau et al. (2010) in field 464 

margins and suggested that herbicide drift did not highly decrease weed diversity in field 465 

edges (De Snoo & Van der Poll 1999), particularly in crop management strategies with higher 466 
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herbicide use. However, field edges of conventionally managed arable fields remain rich and 467 

diverse habitats in agricultural landscapes. 468 

Conclusions 469 

Our study shows that field edges are rich and diverse habitats, both from a taxonomic and a 470 

functional perspective, harbouring species with typical functional profiles of those associated 471 

with the adjacent perennial field margins and those associated with field cores. Field edges 472 

also act as refugia for many species that are filtered out from field cores by intensive crop 473 

management strategies. Our pluri-annual analysis shows that species temporal turnover 474 

between successive years, while lower than in field cores, is quite high in field edges, 475 

suggesting on the one hand a significant impact of crop management strategy on the field 476 

edge weed flora, and on the other hand that some species originating from adjacent 477 

boundaries or field cores are transient. Despite the limited acreage field edges represent in the 478 

agricultural landscape compared to field cores, the higher richness, diversity and stability of 479 

their weed flora call for future studies assessing their role in the provision of ecosystem 480 

services. 481 
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Tables 688 

Table 1. Functional traits used and their description. Range [minimum – maximum] of the 689 

traits for the 147 studied weed species. A detailed justification of trait selection with 690 

references can be found in Appendix A: Table 2. 691 

Traits or 

Indicator values 

Unit Description Source Range 

[min-max] 

Maximum 

height 

cm Ability to compete for light; negatively 

correlated with soil tillage and 

disturbance; proxy of the competitive 

strategy  

(Mamarot & 

Rodriguez 2014; Tela 

Botanica 2020 ) 

[12-250] 

Specific leaf 

area (SLA)  

m²/kg High for ruderal plants from disturbed 

area: efficiency of light interception; 

correlated with growth rate; increase 

with light competition  

LEDA Traitbase 

(Kleyer et al. 2008) 

[8.6-48.5] 

Seed mass mg Negatively correlated with soil 

disturbance; linked to seed dormancy 

and persistency  

Seed information 

database (Royal 

Botanic Gardens 

Kew 2020) 

[0.01-33.5] 

Germination 

onset 

1=Sept. 

12=Aug. 

Correlated with the crop sowing date (Mamarot & 

Rodriguez 2014) 

[1-9] 

Germination 

duration 

month Higher in rotations with varying crop 

sowing dates; ability to respond to 

disturbance events 

(Mamarot & 

Rodriguez 2014) 

[3-12] 

Flowering  

onset 

1=Jan. 

12=Dec. 

Correlated with the crop flowering 

date; earlier in disturbed area and 

intensive system 

(Mamarot & 

Rodriguez 2014; Tela 

Botanica 2020) 

[1-8] 

Flowering 

duration 

month Ability to respond to disturbance 

events 

(Mamarot & 

Rodriguez 2014; Tela 

Botanica 2020) 

[1-12] 

Ellenberg.N  Response to the soil nitrogen 

availability; indicator of the type of 

habitat, especially arable crop  

Baseflor  

(Julve 1998) 

[1-9] 

Ellenberg.L  Response to the light resource 

availability; impacted by the sowing 

density or row spacing 

Baseflor  

(Julve 1998) 

[4-9] 

Plant class  Associated with the type of herbicide 

use; more grass species when the 

tillage intensity is reduced 

BiolFlor 

(Klotz, Kühn & 

Durka 2002) 

Grass 

Forb 

Raunkiaer’s life 

form 

 Associated with the tillage intensity; 

more hemicryptophyte and geophyte 

when tillage is reduced; therophyte 

adapted to soil disturbance; associated 

with the crop sowing date 

BiolFlor 

(Klotz, Kühn & 

Durka 2002) 

Therophyte 

Hemi-

cryptophyte 

Geophyte 
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Figures and captions 693 

Fig. 1. Weed sampling design implemented annually in each field core (“W” pattern of about 694 

130 m long by 1.5 m width in a 2000 m² area) and field edge (linear transect of about 50 m 695 

long by 0.3 m width). Green lines represent the prospected area in both within-field locations. 696 

Grey lines represent the crop rows for an example of crop type, showing that the field edge is 697 

the habitat located between the grass margin and the first crop row.  698 

Fig. 2. Effects of Crop management strategy (S2 to S8), Within-field location (FC: field core, 699 

FE: field edge) and their interaction on the five metrics (i.e. species richness (A), total 700 

abundance (B and C), Evenness (D), functional diversity as the Rao's quadratic entropy (E) 701 

and species turnover (F)) describing the 120 cumulated weed surveys. Table shows the 702 

significance of the effects tested by a type II ANOVA applied on linear and generalised linear 703 

mixed models (Appendix A: Table 3) (p-values < 0.05 are in bold). Within each graph, 704 

boxplots with no letters in common are significantly different, based on a least significant 705 

difference analysis. Weed surveys were done in FC following a “W” pattern of about 130 m 706 

long by 1.5 m width in a 2000 m² area) and in FE following linear transect of about 50 m long 707 

by 0.3 m width, resulting in different sampled areas (see Fig. 1). 708 

Fig. 3. Effects of the Within-field location (FC: field core, FE: field edge) on the distribution 709 

of the nine quantitative and two qualitative traits (Table 1 for details and units) within the five 710 

Crop management strategies. Overlaps (Ov) of trait distributions between within-field 711 

locations were compared within strategy to the null hypothesis using a one-tailed direct test of 712 

significance for non-random distribution, based on 10 000 randomizations of weed surveys. 713 

Significant associations between Within-field locations and qualitative trait categories were 714 

evaluated within Crop management strategy by Pearson Chi-square tests. P-values in bold are 715 

significant (p-values < 0.05). NS: p > 0.1.  716 

Fig. 4. Functional traits describing the five weed functional groups. Green (v.test values > 0) 717 

and red (v.test values < 0) bars indicate the traits that are positively correlated (quantitative 718 

traits)/over-represented (qualitatives traits) and negatively correlated (qualitative)/under-719 

represented (quantitative traits) to each functional group, respectively. V.test represents the 720 

normalised difference to the mean associated with the individuals belonging to a specific 721 

category. P-values were calculated using a one-way analysis of variance or a Chi-square test 722 

for quantitative and qualitative response variable, respectively (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, 723 

***: p < 0.001).  724 

Fig. 5. Relative abundance of the five functional groups (FG) in the edge (FE) and the core 725 

(FC) of the 60 fields farmed with one of the five Crop management strategies (S2 to S8). 726 

Numbers above the bars indicate the sum of average field:year weed abundance (individual.m-
727 

²) per Crop management strategy and Within-field location. 728 
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Fig. 1. 732 
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Fig. 2.  736 
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Fig. 4. 741 
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Fig. 5.  744 




